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Housekeeping

Online Conference Procedure:
- Please keep your microphone on mute
- You are welcome to have your camera on but it is optional

Questions:
- There will be Q&A at the end of the presentation
- Please ask any questions in the meeting chat or raise your 

hand
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Questions:

1. What level of strategic detail is required to successfully move 
forward in developing a strategic plan?

2. How do clubs make an informed decision on what would be 
the right type of strategy for the club?

3. How do clubs make an informed decision on what the focus 
areas should be?

4. What are the roles and responsibilities in developing a 
strategic process within the club?

5. How much additional support will be required
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Strategic Planning for Clubs:

1. What is an effective approach that all clubs can use?
2. How can we provide data for clubs to make informed 

decisions?
3. Creating a framework that recognises that Clubs are legal 

entities and club committees are held responsible for how the 
association is run
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LSV Club Committee Toolkit
‘A self-assessment of a club's capability to operate an effective 

association’
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Why a toolkit?

1. Provides a consistent framework for all clubs
2. A self-assessment is club specific 
3. The self-assessment will identify gaps & 
4. Allow the committee to decide upon priorities
5. A development a plan - a road map to achieve your priorities
6. If done yearly, provides a benchmark on progress 
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What’s in the Toolkit?

Self -
assessment

• Uses a Business Excellence Framework
• Identified 7 domains for Club committees to focus 
• Each domain (area) list essential and advanced practices

GAP analysis

• Review the results
• Decide upon priorities for next 12-18 

months
• Work with VSO on how LSV can help

Development 
Plan

• Club decides upon priorities
• Linked to LSV resources and 

support
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What is the Toolkit used for?

• A tool for your committee to 
make strategic decisionsIt is

• An assessment of your clubs 
ability to deliver operational 
activities

It is not
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Why?

1. If the self-assessment results are shared, it will allow LSV to 
identifies areas of most need

2. Provides input (data) for LSV best to utilise resources, 
develop further tools, and maximise manpower

3. If done on a regular basis, it provides a benchmark or report 
card on how LSV support is benefitting clubs

4. Provides a consistent approach for all clubs rather than 
reinventing the wheel 
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The Club Excellence Framework

7 Domains:
1. Strategy
2. Corporate governance
3. Members and market focus
4. Financial sustainability
5. People and capability
6. Information and knowledge management
7. Safeguarding, quality management and improvement
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The Club Excellence Framework

7 Domains:
1. Strategy
2. Corporate governance
3. Members and market focus
4. Financial sustainability
5. People and capability
6. Information and knowledge 

management
7. Safeguarding, quality 

management and 
improvement

CLC Focus Areas:
1. Strategic Planning resource development
2. Support good club governance
3. Enhance long term financial sustainability
4. Advocacy and support on clubhouses and 

facilities
5. Sustainable membership recruitment
6. Membership retention
7. Enhance administrative efficiencies
8. Enhancement of LSV systems and 

reporting
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Step 1: 7 QUESTIONS
Domain Question

Strategy How does our strategy allow us to be agile, flexible and responsive to changes at our club and sector?

Corporate Governance
Do our decision-making processes allow us to effectively manage the key risks, challenges and opportunities facing our 

club?

Members & Market focus How do we differentiate ourselves to retain and attract members in an increasing competitive market?

Financial Sustainability How do our systems, reporting and decision making ensure our club has financial sustainability

People & Capability
How will we attract, recruit and retain volunteers with the right values, skills and capabilities to support the needs of our

members and our club?

Information and Knowledge 

Management

Do we have the right information systems in place to be effective? How well do we understand and leverage SLSA & 

LSV systems and supports.

How will our own systems support our members, volunteers, operations and finances over the next decade?

Safeguarding, quality 

management and improvement

How do our systems, processes and people help us to maintain and improve our safety, quality and performance? How 

will we know when we are doing well, or at risk?
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Step 2: Understand the Rating Scale

Practices not 
relevant 

Practices not 
yet addressed 

Addressing 
some essential 

practices 

Addressing all 
essential 
practices 

Addressing all 
essential 

practices, and 
some advanced 

practices 

Addressing all essential 
practices, and most 
advanced practices

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
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Step 3: Self-assessment – rating scale 

• You can rate your club’s maturity on a scale of 1 to 5. This involves 
thinking across practices at two levels: 

- Essential
- Advanced

• To calculate your rating for each issue, read the ‘essential practices’ for 
being an effective club

- If your club has none of the essential practices in place rate your club at 1
- If your club have some of the essential practices, rate your club at 2
- If you have all the essential practices, your  club is rated at least 3
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Step 3: Self-assessment – rating scale 

• Once you have all the essential practices in place, you can check if you 
have any of the ‘advanced practices’: 

- If you have all the essential practices but none of the advanced practice, rate 
your club at 3.

- If you have all the essential practices and a minority of the advanced, rate 
your club at 4

- If you have all the essential practices and most of the advanced practices, 
rate your club at 5
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Strategy:
Strategy and strategic planning process
Which of the following ratings best describes how many essential 
practices your organisation has in place
Essential Practices
The strategic planning process is lead by club leaders including committee, and 
volunteers have input

- Vision is clearly aligned to the lifesaving movement and values are aligned to 
SLSA and LSV principles

- Strategy is informed by what the club is known for, its strength and points of 
difference from other clubs

- Strategic planning integrates vision, mission, values, goals and strategies, 
and is reflected in how the club addresses issues and change

- Planning processes allow the club to respond quickly to new opportunities 
and risks

- Currently all programs and/or activities have been evaluated with 
improvement or exit plans in place

Advanced Practices
- Strategic plan priorities have been clearly communicated and are well 

understood by the committee (and volunteers) throughout the club
- Scenario modelling is used to inform strategy (e.g. what if our number of 

members for a particular program is halved or what if our number of 
members for another program is doubled?)

- Our membership profiles are well defined and analysed, and we have a 
process to identify what success looks like and how to get there

Practices not 
relevant N/A

Practices not yet 
addressed 1

Addressing some 
essential practices 2

Addressing all 
essential practices 3

Addressing all 
essential practices, 
and some advanced 

practices 

4

Addressing all 
essential practices, 
and most advanced 

practices

5
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Consolidation Results

“Unless you are already very well prepared, you will probably 
identify areas where your club needs to do further work. These 

could include ‘essential practices’ you have not yet 
implemented and include ‘advanced practices’ which are 

important to your club’s strategy. 

The next essential steps are to plan, and then to act on your 
plan.”
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Step 4: Gap Analysis

Domain Issues Current Rating Gap
Yes or No?

Priority
H/M/L

Strategy

Strategy and
strategic planning 

processes

Uncertainty on 
roles and 

responsibilities
3 Y H

Program planning 
processes

Most Individual 
program plans 

developed
3 N L

Implementation of
strategic and 

program plans

Lack of 
consistency in 
implementing

2 Yes M
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Step 5: Development Plan

Domain Issue or goal Priority What? Who? When? Complete? 
Yes or No

Committee 
member 

recruitment and 
retention

The committee 
members are 

involved in 
recruitment and 

selection decisions

HIGH

Include member 
representative on 

selection panels for all 
vacancies

•  Discuss issue at next 
committee meeting 

and ask for feedback

•  Offer committee 
member training in 
selection processes

• Implement change

Secretary July 2021 Yes
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Step 6: Monitoring your progress

1. Review the list regularly
2. Set up reporting requirements 
3. Ensure these reports go to the Committee and are actively 

discussed
4. Establish timeframes for major reviews against progress
5. Seek support from VSO & LSV to help keep on track
6. Celebrate and communicate significant achievements against 

the plan
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Benchmarking:
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Next Steps:

1. Complete first draft
2. Circulate for review 
3. Finalise format
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Questions ?
Please ask in the meeting chat
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Thank you
Contact: sam.norman@lsv.com.au
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